GROWTH   OF   BRITISH   INTERESTS
them as commercial and political as well as geographical ex-
tensions of the Persian Gulf, in whose politics, as Lord Curzon
declared in the House of Lords, were 'involved the security,
integrity and safety of India itself5.1 Lord Curzon had stated
in 1892, alluding to the commercial importance of Baghdad,
'Baghdad, in fine, falls under the category of the Gulf Ports, and
must be included in the zone of indisputable British supremacy'.2
He amplified this statement in the House of Lords, in 1911,
saying:
It would be a mistake to suppose that our political interests
are confined to the Gulf. They are not confined to the Gulf;
they are not confined to the region between Basra and
Baghdad; they extend right away up to Baghdad.3
Any change in the status quo in Turkish Arabia became, there-
fore, as objectionable as any alteration in that of the Persian
Gulf itself. The interest of H.M, Government in the early trans-
Mesopotamian schemes of communication had been stimulated
by the realization of this fact. Lord Salisbury, in 1878, had
made the attitude of H.M. Government quite clear upon the
subject, when he said: 'Whatever happens, whatever Ministry
may be in power, the people of this country will never allow
Russian influence to be supreme in the valleys of the Euphrates
and Tigris.'4 This attitude was again reflected in the dispatch
of September 2ist, 1899, from the Viceroy of India in Council,5
when it was declared that Russian movement towards Baghdad
would be as distasteful as Russian penetration into South Persia.
Germany's 'Drang Nach Osterf
If Russia was Great Britain's chief rival in Asia during the
nineteenth century, Germany became her rival of the twentieth
1	Parl Debates, H. of L., sth S., Vol. vir (1911), p  587
2	Curzon, Persia and the Persian Question, Vol. n, p. 578.
3	Parl Debates, H. of L., sth S., Vol. vn (1911), p. 586,
4	Cited Hoskms, op. cit., p. 446.
5	Supra, pp. 41-2.
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